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Palau...
The welcome of a village in Gallura
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P alau, going under the
ancient name of “Parau”
in the first land registry

maps drawn up by the
Piedmontese, originated from the
scattered habitat of the so-called
“stazzi”, rural dwellings which in
the first half of the XIX century rose
throughout the inland areas and
along the valley of the Liscia river,
inhabited by shepherds-farmers-
landowners subsequently to form
the first families to settle in the
area. One of these men,
GianDomenico Fresi, is considered

the founder of the village following
the construction in 1875 of his sea-
facing home “Palazzo Fresi”, cur-
rently owned by the Municipal
Authorities, in the middle of the
square bearing his name.
Accurately restored, the building

currently houses the Municipal
Library, the Youth Information
Office and the Eldermen Council, as
testimony to the identity and cultu-
ral growth of the village. Palau
went down in history in 1793 when
the rudimentary cannons loaded by
the helmsman Domenico Millelire
were fired from the coasts of Palau
and the inland troops defeated the
French fleet led by the young
Napoleon Bonaparte, in his attempt
to conquer the island of la
Maddalena. Between 1803 and
1805 the 13 ships of the English
Admiral Horatio Nelson dropped
their anchor offshore in the Mezzo
Schifo where they lay in wait for
the French fleet, with whom they
were to wage a renowned battle.

On 10th April 1943 the same
seas witnessed the sinking of the
“Trieste” battleship which was hit
by a shower of bombs released by
American bombers and sank lea-
ving a long black oil slick on the
beautiful waters which was to coat
the surrounding rocks for many
years to come.

At the end of the XIX century the
development of Palau was charac-

Above, Fresi Palace as it is today and,
at the top,  young people
in Palau in 1938 



terised by the building of important
military fortifications, part of the
system of defence of the
Archipelago of la Maddalena, and
fundamental in stimulating growth
of the village.

In 1880 the building of the bridge
over the Liscia River brought Palau
out of isolation: the road linking
Sassari to Tempio and Palau (1908),
the first to be asphalted on the
island, and the laying of the railway
(1932) hailed the evolution of the
hamlet which was established as an
independent Municipality in 1959.

The Town hall, built next to the
tourist harbour in 1966, soon pro-
ved to be inadequate for the needs
of the village which in the mean-
while had started to be seen as a
tourist attraction; the extension

works and thorough renovation ter-
minated in 2003 with the building
of the Council house and the villa-
ge square.

The 1960s marked the definitive
transformation of Palau: the little
church in the centre of the village
consecrated to “La Nostra Signora
delle Grazie” (Our Lady of Grace)
was replaced by a larger more spa-
cious one; the old pier was exten-
ded and turned into a distinctly
more commercial port, later to be
joined by the tourist harbour, while
little tourist villages and residential
centres rose among the junipers
and granite rocks of the coast.
Modern ferryboats replaced the litt-
le boats that linked Palau to the
island of La Maddalena. Over the
years Palau has gradually become
the modern, welcoming, friendly
town it is today.

History
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On the left, the church;
above, the harbour
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T he territory of Palau,
situated on the north-
eastern tip of Sardinia,

provides evidence with its outcrop-
ping rocks of various stages of
morphological evolution. In the
continental area the geological
bedrock is formed chiefly from gra-

nites which, generated through the
transformation of the earth's crust
in the Palaeozoic era, have been
hewn into extraordinary shapes by
atmospheric elements. Authentic
geological sculptures (known as
“conche” in the “Gallurese” termi-
nology and “tafoni” in the Corsican
dialect) characterize the district of
Palau; the most representative is
the imposing “Bear Rock” (Roccia
dell'Orso) which stands on the pro-
montory bearing the same name. 

Situated in the north-eastern

area, the rock has acted as a land-
mark for sailors since ancient
times. Particularly along the
coastal strip the shapes are sub-
jected to the force of the prevailing
west winds. Deep inlets shaped in
the course of time by streams and
small sandy coves alternate with
rocky promontories.

The geology

Granitic inselberg 
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Barrabisa Nuraghe

T he Barrabisa nuraghe is
situated in an area of con-
siderable naturalistic inte-

rest situated in the vicinity of the
River Liscia delta, once an excellent
position for supervision of the river.
In the fenced area surrounding the
Nuraghe, one can view the partially
collapsed single-tower complex
emerging proudly in the silence of
the valley. 

Li Mizzani Giants' tomb 
Situated in the “Monti Canu”

area, from which it is possible to
enjoy an excellent view, the
ancient tomb linked to the nearby
Luchia nuraghe stands out with its

monolithic support surrounded by
fragrant myrtle and  juniper. 

The sacred area “Monti S’ajacciu” 
The site of Monti S'Ajacciu has a
rather “undefined” appeal. In use
from the Nuragic age to the Middle
Ages, the sacred area is characteri-
sed by a circular formation resem-
bling the exedra of the Giants'
Tombs, supporting the hypothesis
whereby the area was dedicated to
the cult of the dead, in addition to a
rectangular structure used in the
Middle Ages. The surrounding ero-
ded granite, used for burial, as well
as the nearby Church of San Giorgio
(dated 1615) increase the sacral
appearance of the whole area.

The archeology

Above, a panoramic view of the
Nuraghe Barrabisa during the diggings
with detail of the circular environment

used to store foodstuffs and, above,
the sacred area of Monti S'ajacciuAbove, Li Mezzani Giants'tomb



ACHEI (Degli) Via C/3
ACHEI (Degli) V.lo C/3
AGGIUS Via B/1-B/2
AGGIUS V.lo C/2
ACQUEDOTTO Via C/1
ARZACHENA Via B/2
ASFODELI (degli) Via C/2
BARAGGE Via C/1-D/1
BASSA PRUA V.lO B/2
BORTIGIADAS Via B/2-C/2
BORTIGIADAS V.lo C/2

BRIGATA
SASSARI Via B/1-B/2
CAGLIARI Via C/1-C/2
CALANGIANUS Via C/2
CAMELIE (Delle) Via D/1
CAREDDU Via B/2
CAPO D’ORSO Via C/2-D/3
CAPRERA Via B/2
CAPRERA V.lo B/2
CAVOUR Via C/1-C/2
CICLOPI (Dei) Via C/2-C/3

CISTI (Dei) Via D/2
DEMARTIS Via B/2
DEI MILLE Via C/3
DIVISIONE
CREMONA Via C/1
DIVISIONE
FOLGORE Via B/2-C/2
DEL FARO Via B/2
DEI MILLE Via B/2
DELLE FERROVIE V.le C/1
DIAZ Via B/2

DIAZ V.lo B/2
DON OCCHIONI Via B/2
DUE PALME P.zza B/2
FEACI (Dei) Via C/2
FOLGORE Via B/2
FONTE VECCHIA Via C/2
FRESI P.zza B/3
FRESI Via B/2
GALLURA Via C/2
GARIBALDI Via B/2
GINEPRI (Dei) Via D/1

GINESTRE
(Delle) Via C/1-C/2
GUERRAZZI V.lo B/2
INCROC. TRIESTE C/1-C/2
INCROC. GORIZIA C/1
ISOLOTTO (Dell’) Via C/3
LA CROCE B/1
LA GALATEA Via B/1-B/2
LA SCIUMARA ViaA/1-B/1
LA SCIUMARA spiaggiaB/0
LESTRIGONI (Dei) Via C/3

LOTOFAGI (Dei) ViaC/2-C/3
LURAS Via C/2
LURAS V.lo C/2
MADDALENA Via B/2
MAGA CIRCE Via C/3
MAZZINI Via B/2
MONTE ZEBIO C/1
MONTI VALOICA Via B/2
NAZIONALE
Via C/1- C/2-B/2
NUORO V.lo C/2

OMERO Via C/2
ORISTANO Via C/1-C/2
PALAU VECCHIO V.lo B/2
PIAVE Via C/1
PICCADA V.lo C/2
PO Via B/1/B/2
PORTO FARO A/2
RAZZOLI Via B/1
RAZZOLI V.lo B/1
REG. MARGHERITA ViaB/2-C/2
ROMA Via B/2

SCUOLE VECCHIE Via B/2
SPORTIVA Via C/2
STAZIONE V.lo C/1
STAZIONE MARITTIMAB/3
TORRENTE (Del) Via D/2
ULISSE Via C/2
VECCHIO MARINO
(Del) Via D/3-C/3-C/4

Map 1 Town Hall
2 Tourist Information Office
3 Ethnographic Museum
4 Carabinieri
5 Municipal police
6 Police Station
7 Tax and Customs Offices
8 Forests Authority Office
9 Civil Defence Office
10 Local Maritime Office

11 Red Cross Office
12 Church
13 Public Library
14 Post Office
15 First-Aid 
16 Tourist First-Aid
17 Bank of Sardegna
18 Bank of Sassari
19 Chemist's Shop
20 TAXI

Palazzo Fresi
07020 Palau (OT)

Tel. +39 0789 707025
Fax +39 0789 706268
www.palau.it/turismo

turismo@palau.it



The village of Palau, as most of
the hamlets located in the
southern part of the Gallura

region, originates from the scattered
habitat of the “stazzi” that can still
be viewed today in the silence of the
countryside by an attentive visitor. 

The houses inhabited by the same
shepherd-landlords who up until a
few decades ago constituted a clo-
sed independent economic and cultu-
ral microcosm can be seen here. 
The term stazzo (from the Latin sta-
tio) referred initially to the house,
subsequently extending to the whole
property including lu pastricciali (the
large clearing in the front), the vege-
table garden, the vineyard, the enclo-
sures and the surrounding tancati. 
The house usually rose on a knoll
and was a long straight construc-

tion, the entrance of which faced
southeast to provide for sunny
rooms sheltered from the dominant
west winds. The rooms had their
own outside entrance, each com-
municating directly with the next,
facilitating the undertaking of future
extensions. The roofs made of
reeds and tiles were supported by
ample beams of juniper and the
floor was made of beaten earth. In
these small communities manual
work, choral involvement and sense
of hospitality formed the basic
values still vivid today in the memo-
ries of the village elders. 
The ethnographic museum, situated
in via Nazionale, affords a glimpse
of life in the “stazzo” and illustrates
the first handicrafts produced in the
village. The museum is open from
June to September but can be visi-
ted all year round on reservation.  

The “stazzo” and the
scattered habitat
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At the top, a “stazzo” still in use today;
to the right, a typical chimney



A t the end of the 19th cen-
tury, the Northern Sardinian
coast overlooking the archi-

pelago of La Maddalena comprised
a series of fortified military structu-
res which, in conjunction with
others situated throughout the
islands, were intended to be decisi-
ve both against French attacks and
as part of the most extensive war
chessboard in the entire Western
Mediterranean. During the years
acknowledged for the important
Fortifications carried out, as many
as three military batteries were pre-
sent in the territory of Palau. The
Monte Altura Battery located offs-
hore on Mezzo Schifo was in charge
of guarding the waters to the west. 
From the top, you can get a bird's
eye view of the surrounding islands
as far as Corsica. The complex, in an
excellent state of conservation, can

be reached by means of the road
leading to Punta Sardegna and is
open for guided tours; during the
summer season concerts and cultu-
ral events are held on the site.
The Capo D'Orso Battery had the
task of guarding the easterly waters
of the Gulf of Arzachena and the
Island of Caprera.  The complex is
still today owned by the Italian
state, in the same way as the
Baragge Battery, situated on a hill
known by the same name and once
charged with the task of protecting
the coast from possible attacks from
the inland. From the Capo D'Orso
Battery and the Baragge viewpoint,
your gaze extends over the splendid
panorama of the La Maddalena
archipelago and the inland hills.
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The military
fortifications

Above, the flight of steps and
to the right, the entrance to the
Monte Altura fortress.



V isitors to Palau, even on
an occasional basis, are
struck by the bright

colours and intense fragrances of
its vegetation: colours and scents
that change on moving from the
coast towards the interior. On the
sandy coasts flagellated by the
wind and the splashes of the
waves, wallflowers bloom, while
the paronychia plant forms a veri-
table carpet over the ground. In
places where the sand is more sta-
ble, protected from the splashes of
the waves, you can find the won-
derful marine rose with its pale
pink flowers and the scented
helichrysum. In the vicinity of the
sea and among the gorges of the
rocks the landscape is characteri-
zed by the yellow cistus and the
beautiful juniper shrubs.

Moving towards the hilly interior,
the yellows of the thorny bushes of

broom and the reddish colors of the
many asphodel stems predominate,
the air is filled with the scent of
the small bushes of rosemary and
lavender. 

Penetrating further into the hin-
terland the typical Mediterranean
vegetation abounds: the scented
myrtle with small white flowers

and dark berries and the arbutus
with its tasty red berries.

The highest peak of “Monti
Canu”, with its breathtaking view
over the magnificent landscape,
welcomes visitors with its taller
olive trees, juniper shrubs, pistacia
lentiscus and holm-oak.

The environment
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On the left, a marine rose bush;
above, fruits of the arbutus and

above, a “fico degli Ottentotti” field.



T he coastal territory of
Palau extends up to 24
Kilometres along fine

sandy beaches and granite rocks,
promontories and little bays.
Despite the prevailing presence of
a strong wind, sheltered coasts or
beaches can invariably be found.

To the northwest, between the
Isola dei Gabbiani (Gull's Island) and
the delta of the river Liscia, is an
exceptionally long sandy shore, in an
area of particular natural and envi-
ronmental beauty, the natural habitat
of numerous species of birds. 

Beyond the long beach of fine
golden sand, in a scenario of rare
beauty, loom the sand dunes for-
ged by the wind. The strip of
beach sheltered on one side from
the west wind and on the other
from the east wind, makes this
area the paradise of windsurfers

the whole year round. 
Past the dunes of Porto Puddu,

the coast becomes rocky; splendid
pierced granite rocks enclose the
bay of Porto Concato with its crystal
seawaters.

Punta Sardegna lighthouse marks
the most renowned area known as
Porto Raphael: splendid villas sur-
rounded by granite rocks and juniper
bushes, overlook the coast sheltered
from the northwest wind. Slightly
further along is the wide Sciumara
beach, particularly crowded during
the summer season.

To the east of the town, granite
reefs shaped by the wind extend as
far as the Bear Rock lighthouse
(Capo d'Orso). Further ahead you can
find the splendid bay of Cala Capra,
with its clear emerald waters
embraced by lush vegetation.

The seashores
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On the left, the beach of Isola dei
Gabbiani;  above, Sciumara Beach.



Town Hall
Piazza Popoli d’Europa,1
Tel. 0789-770801
Tourist Information Office
Ufficio Turismo 
Palazzo Fresi
Tel. 0789-707025 
Ethnographic Museum
Loc. Montiggia
Tel. 339 5410371

349 8145299
Carabinieri
Via Nazionale, 127
Tel. 0789-709503 
Municipal police
Via Omero, 1
Tel. 0789-770870
Police Station
Via Capo d'Orso snc
Tel. 0789-708000
Tax and Customs Offices
Via Nazionale, 113
Tel. 0789-709510
Fire Department - Olbia
Tel. 0789 22222
Forests Authority Office
Loc: Vecchio Marino
Tel. 0789-708778 
Civil Defence Office
Via degli Achei
Tel. 0789-708660

Local Maritime Office
P.zza del Molo
Tel. 0789-709419
Red Cross Office
Via degli Achei
Tel.0789-708580
Church
Via Don Occhioni
Tel. 0789-709607
Public Library
Palazzo Fresi
Tel. 0789 -771021
Post Office
Via Regina Margherita
Tel. 0789-708527
First-Aid 
Via degli Achei
Tel. 0789-709396
Tourist First-Aid
Via degli Achei
Tel. 0789-708537
Bank of Sardegna
Via Fonte Vecchia
Tel. 0789-709140
Bank of Sassari
Via Roma, 9
Tel. 0789 -708148
Chemist's Shop
Via delle Ginestre, 19
Tel. 0789-709516
TAXI
Piazza del Molo
Tel. 0789-709218
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Useful Information


